Abstract. Studying certain combinatorial properties of non-unique factorizations have been a subject of recent literature. Little is known about two combinatorial invariants, namely the catenary degree and the tame degree, even in the case of numerical monoids. In this paper we compute these invariants for a certain class of numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences. We also show that the difference between the tame degree and the catenary degree can be arbitrary large even if the number of minimal generators is fixed.
Introduction
Various aspects of non-unique factorizations in integral domains have been a subject of researchers in recent years. There are several arithmetic invariants that measure the behavior of non-unique factorizations in integral domains. Early works on the behavior of non-unique factorizations in integral domains were focused on the length of irreducible factorizations of an element. Delta sets and the elasticity are some of these invariants that measure how far an integral domain or monoid is from being factorial or half-factorial (i.e., all the irreducible factorizations of an element have the same length). In recent years other invariants which have close relations with the distance between irreducible factorizations have been appearing in literature. The catenary degree and the tame degree are such invariants. The monograph of Geroldinger and Halter-Koch [10] , the recent survey [11] and [9] are good references for studying the catenary degree and the tame degree in commutative cancellative monoids.
Throughout N will be the set of non-negative integers. A numerical monoid is a submonoid of N (that is closed under addition) which contains 0 and its complement in N is finite. Every numerical monoid is necessarily finitely generated and has a minimal set of generators. For a set ¹n 1 ; : : : ; n p º of increasing positive integers the numerical monoid generated by n i 's is hn 1 ; : : : ; n p i WD ¹ P p i D1 z i n i j z i 2 N; i D 1; : : : ; pº. Delta sets of numerical monoids were studied in [1, 3] , and it is shown that in numerical monoids generated by arithmetic sequences, Delta sets reduce to a single element. This element is the difference between two consecutive elements of the arithmetic sequence. Also in [7] it is shown that the elasticity of a numerical monoid equals the quotient of the largest by the smallest minimal generator. For numerical monoids generated by an arithmetic sequence the catenary degree and the tame degree were determined in [4] .
In this paper we consider numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences, that is numerical monoids of the form S D ha; ha C d; : : : ; ha C xd i, where a, h, x and d are positive integers and gcd.a; d / D 1. This class of numerical monoids contains all numerical monoids generated by arithmetic sequences. We explicitly compute their catenary and tame degrees. As a result we show that the difference between the tame degree and the catenary degree can be arbitrary large even if the number of minimal generators is fixed. From [10, Example 3.1.6], it is known that
where c.S/ and t.S/ are the catenary degree and the tame degree of S and g.S / is the Frobenius number of S (i.e. the largest positive integer not belonging to S). For numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences we show that the difference between c.S/ and .g.S/ C n p /=n 1 C 1 can be arbitrarily large. Moreover, t.S/ can be c.S/ or b.g.S/ C n p /=n 1 C 1c and all of these things can happen even if the number of minimal generators is fixed. For general theory of numerical monoids we refer the reader to [15] . Other aspects of numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences are studied in [2, 13, 14, 16, 17] . We mainly use a membership criterion presented in [14] . Computing some combinatorial invariants of numerical monoids, or more generally commutative cancellative monoids such as the elasticity and the tame degree requires us to determine the set of irreducible elements of a congruence related to the monoid [6] . All the results in this paper have been tested with the Numericalsgps package of GAP [8] .
Notation 1.1. For a rational number r by dre we mean the least integer bigger than or equal to r and by brc we mean the greatest integer less than or equal to r. Also .m mod n/ means the reminder of quotient of the integer division of m by n, where m; n 2 Z. For integers a, b and c, by a Á b .mod c/ we mean that a b is divisible by c.
Preliminaries
Suppose that S is a numerical monoid which is minimally generated by the set ¹n 1 ; : : : ; n p º. Each n i is called an atom and ¹n 1 ; : : : ; n p º is called the set of atoms of S and is denoted by A.S/. Define a partial order Ä S on S by declaring a Ä S b if b a 2 S . The factorization morphism of S is
If z D .z 1 ; : : : ; z p / is a factorization of n, then the length of z is jzj D z 1 C C z p . The set of lengths of n is defined by
Also the support of z is defined by supp.z/ D ¹i 2 ¹1; : : : ; pº j z i ¤ 0º: 
The distance between z and z 0 is defined by
For two nonempty subsets X and Y of N p we define the distance between X and Y as follows:
Let n 2 S and z; z 0 2 Z.n/. Then an N -chain of factorizations from z to z 0 is a sequence z 0 ; : :
The catenary degree of n, c.n/, is defined as the least non-negative integer N such that for any two factorizations z; z 0 2 Z.n/, there is an N -chain from z to z 0 . The catenary degree of S is defined by c.S/ D sup¹c.n/ j n 2 S º:
Two elements z and z 0 of N p are R-related if there exists a finite sequence z D z 0 ; : : : ; z k D z 0 in N p such that supp.z i / \ supp.z i C1 / ¤ ¿ for every i 2 ¹1; : : : ; k 1º. As the number of different factorizations of an element n 2 S is finite, so is the number of different R-classes of Z.n/. Let n 2 S and let R Let n 2 S . For i 2 ¹1; : : : ; pº we set Z i .n/ D ¹.z 1 ; : : : ; z p / 2 Z.n/ j z i ¤ 0º. Suppose that n n i 2 S for some i 2 ¹1; : : : ; pº. We define
we define the tame degree of S by
It is clear from definitions that c.n/ Ä t.n/ Ä max L.n/. For a; b 2 S let !.a; b/ be the smallest N 2 N 0 [ ¹1º with the following property:
For all n 2 N and a 1 ; : : : ; a n 2 S , if a D a 1 C C a n and b Ä S a, then there exists a subset OE1; n such that j j Ä N and
For k 2 N and b 2 S we set
with j 2 OE0; k; u 1 ; : : : ; u j 2 A.S /; and
We define the ! invariant and the invariant of S as
.S/ D sup¹ .S; n i / j 1 Ä n i Ä pº 2 N 0 [ ¹1º:
Proof. Since S ¤ N, all n i are atoms but not primes. Thus the assertion follows from [12, Theorem 3.6].
Numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences
Let S D ha; ha C d; : : : ; ha C xd i be a numerical monoid, where a, d , h and x are positive integers and gcd.a;
Therefore we may assume that x < a. In this case ¹a; ha C d; : : : ; ha C xd º is the minimal set of generators of S ([14, Corollary 2.5]). We sometimes use n 0 ; n 1 ; : : : ; n x instead of a; ha C d; : : : ; ha C xd , respectively. Note that by a generalization of the euclidean algorithm every integer n has a unique representation of the form n D qa C id with 0 Ä i Ä a 1. So the above condition gives a simple membership criterion for numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences.
Let S be a numerical monoid and n 2 S . The Apéry set associated to n is defined as Ap.S; n/ D ¹s 2 S j s n … S º:
It is easy to see that Ap.S; n/ has n elements of different congruence classes modulo n. Therefore each element of S can be uniquely expressed as k n C w, where k 2 N and w 2 Ap.S; n/. 
Let S be a numerical monoid generated minimally by n 1 ; n 2 ; : : : ; n p . For every n 2 S we define C n D ¹V Â ¹1; 2; : : : ; pº j 9z 2 Z.n/; V Â supp.z/º:
It is easy to see that C n is a simplicial complex and the number of R-classes of n is equal to the number of path components of C n . We define a graph G n D .V n ; E n / as V n D ¹i 2 ¹1; 2; : : : ; pº j n n i 2 Sº; E n D ¹¹i; j º j n .n i C n C j / 2 S; i ¤ j 2 ¹1; 2; : : : ; pºº;
with V n and E n are the sets of vertices and edges of G n , respectively. Then the number of path components of C n and G n are equal and thus the number of R-classes of n is equal to the number of path components of G n . In the proof of [14, Theorem 2.16], we found all elements n of a numerical monoid generated by a generalized arithmetic sequence for which G n is disconnected, and we summarize it in the following theorem. 
Proof. First we show that max L.n/ q ˙i x .h 1/. Let i D˙i x x s with 0 Ä s < x.
Now we show that max L.n/ Ä q ˙i x .h 1/. We use induction on q to show this. If
2 ¹n n 0 ; n n 1 ; : : : ; n n x º \ S¯:
So it is enough to show that for any 0 Ä j Ä x, if n 0 D n n j 2 S , then max L.n 0 / C 1 Ä q ˙i x .h 1/. There are three cases. First let j D 0 and n 0 D n n 0 D .q 1/a C id 2 S . Then by induction
Finally suppose that i < j and n 0 D n n j D .q h/a C .i j /d 2 S . Then n 0 D .q h d /a C .i j C a/d with 0 Ä i j C a < a. By induction and the fact that i j C a i we have 
and in this case
Proof. Just note that n D .q C i a˘d /a C .i mod a/d .
The catenary degree
We are ready to find the catenary degree of numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences.
Theorem 3.7 ([4, Proposition 5])
. Let S be a numerical monoid minimally generated by ¹n 1 ; : : : ; n p º with 0 < n 1 < < n p . Then min¹k 2 N n ¹0º j k n 1 2 hn 2 ; : : : ; n p iº Ä c.S /: (3.1)
Even though there are numerical monoids for which the inequality (3.1) is strict, we will show that it is an equality for numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences. Not all numerical monoids benefit from this nice property. It even fails for numerical monoids generated by almost arithmetic sequences (i.e., numerical monoids generated by a set for which all but one element form some consecutive elements of an arithmetic sequence). For example any three relatively prime integers form an almost arithmetic sequence, but for S D h6; 9; 11i we have c.S/ D 4, but min¹k 2 N n ¹0º j 6k 2 h9; 11iº D 3. 
So we may assume that gcd.
: : : ; ha C xd i is a numerical monoid generated by a generalized arithmetic sequence. Let 
The minimum of k with the stated property is attained if we set j D 1. In this case a Ä q 0 x and thus˙a x Ä q 0 . So the minimum of k > 0 with the property ka 2 S 0 is when q 0 D˙a x and j D 1 which is 
Proof. We know that c.S/ ˙a x h C d by Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.8. We complete the proof by showing that if n 2 S is such that the number of R-classes of n is bigger than one then max L.n/ Ä˙a x h C d . By Theorem 3.4 we have two cases.
Now let n 2 ¹pn x C n rC1 ; : : : ; pn
The tame degree
Now we find the tame degree of numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences.
Theorem 3.10 ([4, Theorem 16])
. Let S be a numerical monoid minimally generated by ¹n 1 ; : : : ; n p º. Let n 2 S be minimal satisfying t.n/ D t.S /. Then n D w C n i for some i 2 ¹1; : : : ; pº and w 2 Ap.S; n j / with j 2 ¹1; : : : ; pº n ¹i º. 
Proof. We set t D˙a
Therefore there exists a factorization z 2 Z 1 .n/. Also z 0 D .t; 0; : : : ; 0/ 2 Z.n/ n Z 1 .n/ and therefore t.S/ t 1 .n/ d.z 0 ; Z 1 .n// D jz 0 j D t . We complete the proof by concluding that t.S/ Ä t. Let n 2 S be minimal such that t.n/ D t.S/. Assume that z is a factorization of n such that d.z; z 0 / D t.n/ with z 0 2 Z i .n/.
From the minimality of n, we can derive that supp.z/ \ supp.z 0 / D ¿ and thus d.z; z 0 / D max¹jzj; jz 0 jº. Let j be in the support of z. Theorem 3.10 ensures that n .n i Cn j / … S . Thus n D .n n i /Cn i D .n n j /Cn j with n n j 2 Ap.S; n i / and n n i 2 Ap.S; n j /.
If either i or j , say i , is 0, then n n j D˙k x ha C kd for some 0 Ä k < a by Theorem 3.2. Then
Let neither i nor j be 0. Assume that t.S/ > t . Then either z or z 0 is greater than t. This implies that either n n i or n n j has order greater than or equal to t. Let for example max L.n n i / t. Since n n i n j … S , we have
a contradiction.
Therefore t.S/ D t.
We know that !.S/ Ä t.S/. We complete the proof by showing !.n; n 1 / t, where n D ta. We saw that n 1 Ä S n; again we consider the decomposition
Then we get n n 1 2 Ap.S; n 0 /; so n 1 -S n n 0 , !.n; n 1 / t , and therefore !.S; n/ t .
Remark 3.12. In [12, Theorem 4.6] it has been shown that in a large class of Krull monoids, the tame degree coincides with the invariant, whereas in numerical monoids generated by generalized arithmetic sequences it coincides with the ! invariant. If .a mod x/ ¤ 1, then˙a 1 x C 1 ˙a x D 1 and therefore, even if the number of minimal generators is fixed, t.S/ c.S/ can be arbitrary large as h tends to infinity. The fact that the difference of the tame degree and the catenary degree is growing holds for Krull monoids with cyclic class group or whose class group is an elementary 2-group, and every class contains a prime divisor (in both cases the difference grows with the Davenport constant). These statements follow from Proposition 6.5.2 (2), Theorem 6.5.3 (1) and Theorem 6.4.2 in [10] . 
